Hamburg
HafenCity

The HafenCity Project is located right at the heart of the city – at about 800 m from Hamburg City Hall – in a former industrial and port area. Covering a surface of 157 hectares, HafenCity is one of the most striking urban development ventures close to the water’s edge and an international flagship project of waterfront development.

Between the historic Speicherstadt (warehouse district) to the north and the Elbe River to the south, central Hamburg is enlarged by approx. 40% with a condensed urban mix of housing, service providers, cultural and leisure facilities, tourism and shopping. Roughly until 2025, it is planned to create an urban quarter for 12,000 inhabitants with 45,000 workplaces. In November 2011, 10,000 citizens were already working and living in this new quarter.

Revised in 2000 and 2010, the master plan emphasises the inner-city location of HafenCity; flood protection is another key objective. The master plan is highly resilient in order to accommodate future changes in frame conditions.

PROFILE OF HAFENCITY PROJECT

Implementation period: 
2000 – (approx.) 2025

Total area: 
126 hectares, of which 26 hectares for public open zones and 14 hectares for publicly accessible, private open zones

Inhabitants: 12,000

Workplaces: 45,000

Gross floor area by types of use 
(total 2.320,000 sq m):
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Building certification with 
HafenCity eco-label

Introduced in 2007 as a voluntary incentive for innovative developers and users, the eco-label criteria 
have largely become the standard prerequisite for all new real-estate tenders:
•	Reduction of primary energy input beyond the legal minimum for new buildings
•	Sustainable management of public goods (water, publicly accessible land)
•	Use of environmentally friendly construction materials
•	Pleasant conditions and health ensured e.g. by room comfort and air hygiene
•	Sustainable building operation, inter alia due to minimum maintenance requirements and use of 
	durable materials 
Elbtorquartier will be the first mixed-use urban quarter to be built almost entirely with the eco-label certification.


integration

participation

Communication and activation 
stimulate interest and dynamism

The project was preceded by a city-wide information campaign and debate at master plan level. The arrival of the first residents triggered an intensive communication process with local actors, which soon produced different forms of good-neighbourly exchange. Netzwerk HafenCity e.V., an association established in autumn 2009, acts as a kind of advisory council for the new city quarter; its thematic working groups deal with issues concerning everyday life and work in HafenCity.

From the beginning, the development company HafenCity Hamburg GmbH aimed at generating activation and appropriation impulses to leave a wide leeway for independent development potentials above all for local actors in the new city quarter and thus to build resilient structures of local self-regulation that will increasingly become independent of public institutions.
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diversity

mixed use

Diversity in 
all life situations

HafenCity is characterised by short distances, mixed-use structures and relatively high densities in the individual quarters. Most buildings feature ground-floor zones with a height of five metres, which endows them with long-term transformability and flexibility of use. The growing range of social infrastructure facilities and services and a walkable distance to the old city centre of Hamburg with its workplaces and important cultural institutions open up myriad options for flexible adaptation to changing life situations.

Small-scale plots and the awarding of contracts to bidders with convincing concepts ensure that many different project developers are able to participate. These include numerous building communities and co-operatives, but also projects offering specific housing options for persons with disabilities, senior citizens or musicians. The result is a small-scale mix of urban diversity ranging from publicly subsidised flats to luxury apartments.
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A model quarter to 
curb car traffic

HafenCity looks at urban mobility from the viewpoint of eco-density: the ecological footprint of a city is re-duced by condensed urban structures with short distances, attractively designed public transport and easy-to-reach leisure zones just around the corner. At the same time, urban housing quality is thereby increased.

Public transport services range from stops of existing Underground lines or the new U4 line to bus and ferry lines via land and water. Varied and attractive routes as part of a dense 30-kilometre bicycle and footpath network and a public bike rental system motivate citizens to forgo car use. This helps to lower CO2 emissions for the city of Hamburg in general.


